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Abstract
The continuous need for more ambitious, more complex, and
more dependable software systems demands mechanisms to
modularize such systems and reason about their correctness.
The reasoning process is affected by the programming lan-
guage’s features, like dynamic dispatching, implicit invoca-
tion and oblivious aspect weaving, and by how the program-
mer uses them. In this paper, by devising a unifying for-
mal setting, we show how reasoning varies with the different
language mechanisms, and provide sound rules for reason-
ing about programs that use these features. While analyz-
ing these mechanisms we explore the main compromises or
tradeoffs that led to them and explain the disciplines they im-
pose and the strength of the reasoning conclusions one can
derive in each case. Our contributions will benefit both lan-
guage designers and programmers. Language designers will
benefit from learning the effects of different modularity fea-
tures on reasoning. Programmers will learn how to reason
about programs that use such features.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engi-
neering]: Software/Program Verification; F.3.1 [Logics and
Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Rea-
soning about Programs; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]:
Language Constructs and Features—Modules, packages

General Terms Languages, Verification

Keywords Reasoning Tradeoffs, Module Verification

1. Introduction
In large software projects one needs to reason about the
behavior of each component in isolation and to reason about

Table 1: Tradeoffs and Scenarios
Scenarios Modularity Announcement Invocation Delivery

(Languages) mod. non-mod. exp. imp. exp. imp. single full
OO × × ×

Ptolemy × × × ×
C# Delegates × × × ×
AO (around) × × × ×

the behavior of the entire system. The way in which one can
carry out such reasoning tasks is affected by language design
decisions regarding composition mechanisms, and by how
the programmer uses a language’s feature. In this paper we
show how reasoning varies with the different mechanisms,
and provide sound reasoning rules for them.

In the body of a client component there could be various
points where provider components are invoked. The client
component, in combination with the expected behavior of
the provider components, must be verified to check that it
satisfies its own expected behavior. Different composition
mechanisms like dynamic dispatching, implicit invocation
and oblivious aspect weaving are variants of this general sit-
uation. By devising a unifying formal setting, we analyze
and contrast these different mechanisms and show how rea-
soning varies with them.

Decisions about language features are made by consid-
ering compromises or tradeoffs, such as modular vs. non-
modular reasoning, explicit vs. implicit invocation, etc. By
deciding on these tradeoffs one can configure different rea-
soning scenarios. Table 1 illustrates some configurations of
scenarios and tradeoffs. Each scenario imposes different dis-
ciplines, like the well-known supertype abstraction disci-
pline [21, 22] for OO scenario, and the authors’ coined dis-
ciplines of handler abstraction and trigger abstraction for
the Ptolemy scenario [6, 31, 32]. Correspondingly, each sce-
nario allows one to derive different reasoning conclusions.

1.1 Program Reasoning
To reason about a program means to conclude, by logical
means, some properties of a program’s behavior; like its cor-
rectness according to certain specification. We write spec-
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ifications as triples (P,Q, ε), where P is the precondition,
Q the postcondition and ε the frame expression. For assert-
ing that a program S satisfies (or refines) a specification we
write Sw(P,Q, ε). That corresponds to a partial correct-
ness Hoare [16] formula {P}S{Q}[ε], stating that when-
ever S starts execution in a state satisfying P and termi-
nates normally, then the final state satisfies Q and S only
modifies state (variables or locations) in ε. The JML [20]
program S1 shown in Figure 1 satisfies its specification as
the formula S1w(x 6=y ∧ x−y≥−MAX VALUE, a>0, [a, d])
is valid, where x and y are formal parameters and a and d are
global variables. The proof outline of the correctness of S1 is
presented as comments on the source code: starting from the
precondition and using the Hoare [16] proof rules of the dif-
ferent language constructs, the postcondition is established.

1 //@ requires x!=y && x-y >= -MAX_VALUE;
2 //@ ensures a>0;
3 //@ modifies a,d;
4 S1(int x, int y){
5 // (x6=y ∧ x-y≥-MAX_VALUE)⇒x-y 6=0
6 d=x-y; // d6=0 ∧ d≥-MAX_VALUE
7 if(d>0)// d>0
8 a=d; // a>0
9 else //(d≤0 ∧ d 6=0 ∧ d≥-MAX_VALUE)⇒-d>0

10 a=-d;// a>0
11 } // a>0

Figure 1: Reasoning about a JML program

Every command in a program is reasoned about using
the axiom or proof rule corresponding to that kind of com-
mand. In the example in Figure 1 the assignment command
(line 6) is reasoned about using the assignment axiom, the
if command (lines 7-10) is reasoned about using the con-
ditional proof rule, and in this case using the assignment ax-
iom to reason about each branch (lines 8,10). The sequential
composition (lines 6-10) of the assignment and the if com-
mands is reasoned about using the sequence rule.

As mentioned before, a key task in developing a complex
software system is to decompose it into a set of components
and integrate them properly to get the desired functionality.
The challenge is not only to reason about isolated compo-
nents but to reason about their integration.

1.2 Component-Integration Reasoning
Systems are usually assembled out of multiple components.
In order to provide its functionality, a main component
(client) uses or invokes other components (providers). In
turn, these components use another components and so on.
The integration mechanism between components is a key
language design decision, where important tradeoffs regard-
ing expressiveness and reasoning must be taken into con-
sideration. For example, in Object-Oriented (OO) program-
ming, integration among components is performed by mak-
ing the client component explicitly call methods from the

provider component. Following a modular approach, rea-
soning about the client code can be performed using the
specification, not the implementation, of the called methods.

Figure 2 illustrates the integration of a client component,
M , and a provider component, S. The method invocation in
the client (line 6) is reasoned about using the specification
of the invoked method. The precondition, with actuals sub-
stituting formals, must be guaranteed before the invocation
and the postcondition can be assumed after.

1 //@requires w!=0 && b>0 && -w>=-MAX_VALUE;
2 //@ ensures c>1;
3 //@ modifies a,c,d;
4 M(int w){
5 // w 6=0 ∧ b>0 ∧ -w≥-MAX_VALUE
6 S(b,b+w);// b 6=b+w ∧ b-(b+w)≥-MAX_VALUE
7 // a>0
8 c=a+1; // c>1
9 }

1 //@ requires x!=y && x-y >= -MAX_VALUE;
2 //@ ensures a>0;
3 //@ modifies a,d;
4 S(int x, int y){ ... }

Figure 2: OO Component Integration Reasoning

More sophisticated and flexible integration approaches
are provided by Implicit Invocation (II) [14, 27, 29, 37], in
Event Based programming, and Implicit Announcement (IA)
and Implicit Invocation, in Aspect Oriented (AO) [12, 18]
programming.

In this paper we identify various important tradeoffs faced
when reasoning about OO, II and AO programs, character-
ize scenarios derived from making choices regarding these
tradeoffs, and provide sound proof rules for verification of
programs covered by all these scenarios. That not only ac-
counts for a formal treatment of possible reasoning results
but also provides guidance for program developers and lan-
guage designers.

1.3 Benefits for Designers and Programmers
The results of this paper will be useful to both programming
language designers and programmers.

Programming language designers need to know how
modularity features affect reasoning about programs. Our
results will help them make decisions about what features to
include in a language, by explaining the effect of these fea-
tures on reasoning about programs, as well as the discipline
that programmers must use to achieve various conclusions.

As presented in Section 4, this work includes a cata-
log of reasoning scenarios that correspond to different im-
plementations of some language features, like full-delivery
and single-delivery implementations of an implicit invoca-
tion mechanism. Each scenario is formally solved from a
program-reasoning perspective, devising the discipline and
reasoning rules that apply.
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For example, in an implicit invocation language design, a
designer may want to consider whether to use single delivery
(where an implicit invocation triggers a single handler that
is responsible for calling further handlers), or full delivery
(where invocation triggers all handlers in some unspecified
order, see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Full Delivery

Our results tell the language designer that with full deliv-
ery, each handler must leave the system in a state in which
the next handler could be executed. The required discipline
is that all handlers satisfy an invariant and the rule is to use
that invariant for reasoning about the event announcement in
the client. All this is detailed in Section 4.3.1.

In addition to taking advantage of the catalog of reasoning
scenarios for the mechanisms we analyze, language design-
ers can also use our unified formal setting to analyze new
mechanisms that they create.

Programmers will also benefit from our results. Knowing
the required disciplines and reasoning rules for the features,
they will be able to write programs to follow the required
discipline and thus know how to soundly reason about their
programs. For example, when using a full-delivery mecha-
nism, they can select the invariant, check the discipline by
verifying each handler against the invariant, and use that in-
variant to reason about the client.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces some
required definitions and results related to specifications and
refinement. Sec. 3 characterizes the identified tradeoffs. Sec.
4 describes the scenarios derived from the tradeoffs and
formalizes their proof rules. We review related work in Sec.
5 and offer conclusions in Sec. 6.

2. Specifications and Refinement
Preliminaries

For background and to fix notation, we introduce some re-
quired definitions and results related to specifications and re-
finement. In a specification (P,Q, ε), the postcondition Q is
a two-state predicate. In Q, left-primed variables ( ′x) repre-
sent values in the pre-state, similar to \old(x) in JML [20],
and normal variables (x) represent values in the post-state.

The refinement relation, w, is used to describe both sat-
isfaction between a program and a specification and the
strengthening of a specification by a more-defined specifi-
cation, as detailed in Definition 2.1.

DEFINITION 2.1. (Refinement)
i. specification refinement (satisfaction) by a program:

Sw(P,Q, ε)⇔ {P}S{Q}[ε]

ii. specification refinement by another specification:

(P ′, Q′, ε′)w(P,Q, ε) ⇔
∀ program S • (Sw(P ′, Q′, ε′))⇒(Sw(P,Q, ε))

This refinement relation between specifications can be char-
acterized as in Theorem 2.2.

THEOREM 2.2 (Refinement Characterization). The refine-
ment relation (w) between two specifications can be charac-
terized as follows:

(P ′, Q′, ε′)w(P,Q, ε) ⇔
(P⇒P ′)∧((old(P )∧Q′)⇒Q)∧(ε′⊆ε),

where old(P )=P [
#»′x/ #»x ] for #»x=FV (P ).

The proof can be found in Corollary 5.20 from [21].
While reasoning about a program there could be places

in its code where various alternative behaviors may apply.
For example, when a program calls a wrapper method, that
randomly executes one of two other methods, then either
of the two behaviors could apply. The precondition of the
two behaviors must be guaranteed and any of the two post-
conditions can be expected. This is represented by the non-
deterministic choice.

DEFINITION 2.3. (Non-Deterministic Choice)
The non-deterministic choice (�) of two specifications is
defined as:

(P,Q, ε)�(P ′, Q′, ε′)
def=(P∧P ′, Q∨Q′, ε∪ε′)

From the characterization of refinement in Theorem 2.2,
it is easy to see that the meet of two specifications corre-
sponds to their non-deterministic choice [34].

LEMMA 2.4. (Meet or greatest lower bound of specifica-
tions w.r.t. refinement)

(Pj , Qj , εj)u(Pk, Qk, εk)=(Pj∧Pk, Qj∨Qk, εj∪εk),
or in general, uni=1(Pi, Qi, εi)=(∧ni=1Pi,∨ni=1Qi,∪ni=1εi)

The meet of specifications corresponds to a more abstract
(less-defined) specification, as each one refines their meet:
(Pj , Qj , εj)w[(Pj , Qj , εj)u(Pk, Qk, εk)]

It is also easy to compute the join of two specifications.

LEMMA 2.5. (Join or least upper bound of specifications
w.r.t. refinement)

(Pj , Qj , εj)t(Pk, Qk, εk)=

(Pj∨Pk, (old(Pj)⇒Qj)∧(old(Pk)⇒Qk), εj∩εk),
or in general,

tni=1(Pi, Qi, εi)=(∨ni=1Pi,∧ni=1(old(Pi)⇒Qi),∩ni=1εi)

The join of specifications corresponds to a more concrete
(more-defined) specification, as it refines each one of them:
[(Pj , Qj , εj)t(Pk, Qk, εk)]w(Pj , Qj , εj).

The result in Lemma 2.6 [34] relates refinement and non-
deterministic choice.
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LEMMA 2.6. (choice absorption w.r.t. refinement)

(P ′, Q′, ε′)w(P,Q, ε) ⇔
((P ′, Q′, ε′)�(P,Q, ε))w(P,Q, ε)

Along the lines of stepwise refinement and refinement
calculus [3, 4, 24, 25], we consider specifications as a kind
of program statement: the specification statement. It has the
form “requires P ensures Q modifies ε”, corre-
sponding to a specification (P,Q, ε). The Hoare formula for
the specification statement is

{P} requires P ensures Q modifies ε {Q}[ε]

Its weakest precondition semantics is [28]:

wlp(requires P ensures Q modifies ε)(R)
def=

∀ #»y (∀ #»u (P⇒Q[ #»y / #»x ])⇒R[ #»y / #»x ])

where { #»x} represents the program variables, { #»y } are fresh
auxiliary variables representing the post-state values of { #»x},
with { #»y }∩free(P,Q,R)=∅, and { #»u} are the auxiliary
variables linking P to Q, with { #»u}=free(P,Q)\{ #»x}.

In case the left-primed variables ′ε (representing the val-
ues in the pre-state) are the only auxiliary variables linking
P and Q, that general formula can be cast as:

LEMMA 2.7. (wlp of specification statement)

wlp(requires P ensures Q modifies ε)(R)=

∀ #»y ((P⇒Q[ #»y / #»ε , #»ε /
#»′ε])⇒R[ #»y / #»ε ])

For example, with R≡x≥0 and
S≡requires x 6=5 ensures x≥ ′x modifies {x},

wlp(S)(R) = ∀y((x 6=5⇒y≥x)⇒y≥0) = x 6=5∧x≥0

A program can be composed with other programs or
specifications by substituting defined fragments or blocks of
code in the program by other blocks of code or specification
statements. We denote the composition notion by the }
symbol (for specifications and blocks of code) and by the
~ symbol (for proceed statements).

DEFINITION 2.8. (Program Composition) If the body bs of a
program S contains certain blocks Bi (for i=1 to n), then the
composition of the program with different elements is defined
as follows:

i. (specification composition) Let (Pi, Qi, εi) be specifica-
tions, for i=1 to n, then

bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)
n
i=1]

def=

bs[requires Pi ensures Qi modifies εi/Bi]
n
i=1

ii. (program composition) Let bi be blocks of code, for i=1
to n, then

bs}[(bi)
n
i=1]

def= bs[bi/Bi]
n
i=1

iii. (proceed composition) Let (P,Q, ε) be a specification,
then

bs~[(P,Q, ε)]
def=

bs[requires P ensures Q modifies ε/Bi]
n
i=1

where the blocks Bi correspond to proceed statements
in an aspect-oriented or implicit-invocation language.

It is well known from monotonicity results in the refine-
ment calculus [3, 4, 24, 25] that if ∀i=1...n(Pi, Qi, εi)w
Bi then bsw(bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)

n
i=1]) and so if, for example,

(bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)
n
i=1])w(Ps, Qs, εs) then bsw(Ps, Qs, εs).

3. Reasoning Tradeoffs
When reasoning about object oriented, implicit invocation
and aspect oriented programs a series of decisions or trade-
offs should be considered. These decisions will affect impor-
tant properties of the reasoning process itself, like its com-
pleteness and precision, its ease of use and its applicability
to practical software engineering situations.

3.1 Modular vs. Non-Modular Reasoning
Modular reasoning means being able to establish proper-
ties of a module (like a class or aspect) just by consider-
ing its interface, specification and implementation, and the
interfaces and specifications, but not the implementations,
of modules referenced by it. The specification information
for each method in a module includes the assumptions it
makes (preconditions) and the guarantee (postcondition) it
promises [9]. For doing modular reasoning it is required that
each method has a specification and also that the references
in the invoking module allow one to identify the specifica-
tions to use for reasoning about the invocations.

Modular reasoning can be formalized as follows. A client
method s has a specification (Ps, Qs, εs) and a body bs.
In the body bs there are references to provider methods
m1, . . . ,mn, each one having its corresponding specifica-
tion (Pi, Qi, εi) and body bi. Modular reasoning about s
demands that its body bs, when composed with the spec-
ifications (Pi, Qi, εi) satisfies s’s own specification: bs}
[(Pi, Qi, εi)

n
i=1]w(Ps, Qs, εs). For modular reasoning to be

sound, every method mi must be verified in the same way to
satisfy its own specification, (Pi, Qi, εi).

There are various circumstances under which modu-
lar reasoning cannot be applied directly. If there are no
specifications for the invoked methods, then their bodies
must be used instead, preventing modular reasoning. Un-
less there is recursion, a non-modular approach can be
used. The client body, composed with the bodies of the in-
voked methods, is checked against its expected behavior:
bs}[(bi)i:1..n]w(Ps, Qs, εs). In spite of the many practi-
cal advantages of modular reasoning, this non-modular rea-
soning is at least as precise as modular reasoning, since
(bs}[(bi)ni=1])w(bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)

n
i=1]), if biw(Pi, Qi, εi)
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for all i. Every specification satisfied by the later program
is also satisfied by the former: [(bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)

n
i=1])w

(Ps, Qs, εs)]⇒[(bs}[(bi)ni=1])w(Ps, Qs, εs)], but there could
be specifications satisfied by the former and not by the later.

If the invoked method cannot be uniquely identified at an
invocation then the particular specification to reason about
this invocation will not be known, again preventing modu-
lar reasoning. This happens in the case of object oriented
dynamic dispatching and also in the case of implicit invo-
cation, both explained further below. In the case of aspect
orientation the client module does not invoke any advice at
all, instead the pointcut designators in the aspects select the
join points where to apply the advice. Here modular reason-
ing is difficult, unless obliviousness is relaxed in some way.

In static dispatching, as in Figure 4a, each invocation is
dispatched to the only one corresponding method implemen-
tation in the static type of the target object. In this case mod-
ular reasoning can be done exactly as described above.

(a) static (b) dynamic
Figure 4: Method Dispatching

In the case of dynamic dispatching, as in Figure 4b, each
method invocation can be dispatched to the corresponding
method implementation in any of the subtypes of the target’s
static type, including itself. The exact module to be invoked
at runtime is not known, and so the particular specification
to reason about this invocation is also unknown. In this case,
modular reasoning can be recovered by supertype abstrac-
tion [21, 22], using the method’s specification in the target’s
static type to reason about the invocation. Client reasoning
can be done as in the case of static dispatching, reasoning
about each method invocation using the specification given
to that method in the static type of the target object. For
supertype abstraction to be sound, modules must adhere to
the behavioral subtyping discipline, which requires that the
specification for a method in a subtype refines the specifica-
tions for that method in the supertypes [21].

3.2 Abstraction vs. Case Analysis
There are situations, like dynamic dispatching and implicit
invocation, where a message (method call or event an-
nouncement) can be dispatched to different provider mod-
ules, each one with its own specification, (Pi, Qi, εi). In this
situation it is not clear what specification to use for reason-
ing about the message. One option is to use abstraction and
another one is to use case-by-case reasoning.

The abstraction approach consists in computing a spec-
ification, (P,Q, ε), that abstracts all the specifications for
the provider modules, (Pi, Qi, εi)w(P,Q, ε), and using it
to reason about the message, (call/announce)w(P,Q, ε).

This is sound as the message can be reasoned about as
the non-deterministic choice of the individual specifica-
tions and this, in turn, refines the abstract specification
(as each individual specification refines the abstract one):
(call/announce)w�n

i=1(Pi, Qi, εi)w(P,Q, ε). One exam-
ple of this approach is supertype abstractions supported by
behavioral subtyping. The specification in the supertype cor-
responds to the abstract specification that is refined by the
specifications in the subtypes.

On the contrary, case analysis considers the reasoning
requirements for each case separately, without any form
of specification inheritance for overwritten methods. The
example in Figure 5, adapted from [10], requires a case by
case analysis.

1 class A{
2 int x; int y;
3 /*@ ensures x==\old(x)+1
4 && y==\old(y)+1; @*/
5 protected void inc() {x=x+1; y=y+1;}
6

7 /*@ ensures x==\old(x)+2; @*/
8 void incX2() {inc(); inc();}
9 }

10 class Ax extends A{
11 /*@ ensures x==\old(x)+1; @*/
12 protected void inc() {x=x+1;}
13 }

Figure 5: Case Analysis

Class Ax is not a behavioral subtype of class A, because
the specification for method inc() in Ax does not refine
its specification in A. Nevertheless, both classes are valid
as every method in each class satisfies its specification.
Method inc() satisfies its corresponding specifications in
both classes. Method incX2() is also valid in both classes
since the requirements it imposes on method inc() (that it
at least increments x) are part of the commitments of this
method in both A and Ax. This illustrates the abstraction vs
case analysis tradeoff.

3.3 Explicit Invocation vs Implicit Invocation
In explicit invocation (Figure 6a) the client component ex-
plicitly calls methods from the provider component. Explicit
invocation eases debugging and reasoning. In the case of
static dispatching, invocations can be reasoned about using
the specification of the invoked methods. In the case of dy-
namic dispatching, behavioral subtyping [2, 21, 23] can be
adopted, enabling the use of supertype abstraction for rea-
soning.

With implicit invocation (Figure 6b), the client compo-
nent announces events and the system implicitly invokes the
target components, so-called handlers, that have been regis-
tered for these events.
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(a) explicit (b) implicit
Figure 6: Invocation

Implicit invocation has many advantages [14]. The loose
coupling between components eases system evolution and
reuse. Handlers can be added, changed or removed without
modifying the client. Independent development is also fa-
cilitated. There are also disadvantages. Reasoning about the
client is more involved. There are no references to the tar-
get components that will be invoked, neither the number of
them or their order of execution is known. Some approaches,
like the one in Ptolemy [6, 31] and PtolemyRely [32], re-
cover modular reasoning by using event types, that establish
the specification that all handlers must satisfy, and using this
specification to reason about the event announcements. This
handler abstraction [34] resembles the supertype abstraction
mechanism.

3.4 Full Delivery vs Single Delivery
In event based implicit invocation systems many handlers
could be registered for an event. Whether the system directly
invokes them all or just one or some is an important tradeoff
that must be considered in configuring reasoning scenarios.

In Full-Delivery (Figure 7a), upon an event announce-
ment the runtime system invokes all the registered handlers
for that event. This strategy is used in some languages, like
in C# delegates [11, 26] and Java JavaBeans [36]. Full de-
livery requires that the execution of any handler leaves the
system in a state in which any other handler can be exe-
cuted. Therefore, the postcondition for the handlers must im-
ply their precondition, QeH⇒PeH , and so this precondition,
PeH , becomes an invariant that must be kept by the handlers.
Under this premise the client module can be modularly rea-
soned about, using the corresponding event’s handlers speci-
fication to reason about each event announcement. The cases
where there are no registered handlers are treated as skip.

In single delivery (Figure 7b) only one handler is in-
voked in response to an event, and it depends on that handler
whether the next handler is invoked. The same applies to the
second handler and so on. Examples of single delivery are
AO around advice and Ptolemy events. In AO a proceed
instruction in the body of a piece of advice (handler) in-
vokes the next handler. Similarly, in Ptolemy an invoke
statement invokes the next handler. In this case modular rea-
soning is recovered by checking each handler against the
handler’s specification for the corresponding event. Han-
dlers are not required to satisfy an invariant, as in the case
of full delivery. Instead, in reasoning about each handler,
proceed or invoke statements need to be considered.
This can be done by using the handler’s specification to sub-

(a) full

(b) single
Figure 7: Delivery Method

stitute for them: hei~[(PeH , QeH , εeH )]w(PeH , QeH , εeH ).
Again special considerations must be taken when there are
no remaining handlers.

3.5 Explicit Announcement vs Implicit Announcement
In general terms, explicit announcement (Figure 8a) means
that by inspecting the client code one can determine the
places where an announcement is made, signalling that cer-
tain functionality would be invoked at those places. In tra-
ditional object oriented programs the announcements corre-
spond to method calls, that are explicitly made in the client
code. In event-based systems the language provides some
type of announce construct that is used to explicitly an-
nounce events, which will cause the implicit invocation of
handler methods from the provider components. The main
advantage of explicit announcement is that it provides infor-
mation for reasoning about the client code. Explicitly know-
ing where event announcements are made, one can reason
about them as was described in Section 3.3.

(a) explicit

(b) implicit
Figure 8: Announcement Method
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With implicit announcement (Figure 8b), as in aspect ori-
ented programming, the client code remains oblivious [13]
or ignorant of where and what functionality (advice) may
be invoked. Different events occurring at certain join points
(like jpa, jpb and jpc) during the execution of the client
code, like method calls or field accesses, are considered can-
didates that would cause the invocation of handlers (advice).
Pointcuts (like pci, and pck), inside aspects, are predicates
that select or quantify [13] the join points in the client code,
where advice from the aspect is added. Reasoning about the
client code requires one to identify the announcing points,
selected by the pointcuts, and then reason about these im-
plicit announcements. This reasoning should consider the
effect of the advised join point and the effect of the ad-
vice added. The main advantage of implicit announcement
is that it allows developers to add or alter the functionality
of the client code without changing the client. This is par-
ticularly useful for implementing cross-cutting concerns. A
cross-cutting functionality can be encapsulated in one place,
as a piece of advice in an aspect, and applied in many places
of a system without changing its source code. However this
obliviousness is also a severe disadvantage for reasoning
about the client code. There is no clue in it about where and
what functionality may be added.

One simple solution proposed [19] to reason about AO
system with implicit announcement and implicit invocation
is to do it in two phases. A whole program non-modular
analysis first determines the advised join points and then
a modular reasoning is applied to each one of them. This
second phase is the same as reasoning about an implicit
invocation system.

4. Reasoning Scenarios and Proof Rules
The tradeoffs presented in the previous section correspond
to design decisions faced while developing languages and
systems that support OO, II or AO features. By deciding a
series of such tradeoffs one can configure a reasoning sce-
nario. For example if one decides for modular reasoning and
explicit invocation a well known object oriented reasoning
scenario can be used. Once a scenario is configured, appro-
priate proof rules are provided to reason about systems built
using this scenario.

4.1 The Reference Scenario
The Reference Scenario is a very general setting in which
the different scenarios are configured. A client module S()
has a specification (Ps, Qs, εs) and a body bs. In the body
bs there are blocks of code {Bi} at which provider modules
could be invoked (Fig. 9).

Each block should satisfy its corresponding specification:

{Bi}w(Pi, Qi, εi) (1)

The body bs, using the specifications of the blocks, should
satisfy its specification.

bs}[(Pi, Qi, εi)i:1..n]w(Ps, Qs, εs) (2)

Figure 9: Reference Scenario

4.2 The Object Oriented Scenario
As illustrated in Figure 10, in the Object Oriented scenario
the blocks of the general scenario (Fig. 9) correspond to
method invocations, {Bi}≡ei.mi(). This is a case of ex-
plicit announcement and explicit invocation. The method-
calls explicitly announce that some functionality will be in-
voked and the name used in the call explicitly indicates what
method will be invoked.

Figure 10: OO Scenario

The blocks can be reasoned about using the specification
of the corresponding invoked methods. Modularity can be
achieved using supertype abstraction supported by behav-
ioral subtyping. As is standard [17, 21, 30], for reasoning
about a method invocation, e.m(), the proof rule (3) uses the
specification, (PT

m, QT
m, εTm), for the invoked method, m, in

the static type, T , of the target object, e. This specification
is given by the function specOf(). The function declOf()
gives the method declaration. Both functions return the most
specific information for a method, m, in the type hierarchy
from the root type (object) down to a given type, T .

(OO-INVOKE)
Γ`e:T, specOf(T,m)=(PT

m, QT
m, εTm),

declOf(T,m)=Tm m(
#        »
Tvar)

CT,Γ`

{PT
m[e/this, #»e / #    »var]}
e.m( #»e )

{QT
m[e/this, #»e / #    »var]}[

εTm[e/this, #»e / #    »var]
]

(3)

Given a type T and a method m in T , behavioral subtyp-
ing requires that

∀S·S≤T⇒(PS
m, QS

m, εSm)w(PT
m, QT

m, εTm) (4)

This discipline is sound but strongly constrains method over-
riding, requiring behavior-preserving redefinition [10, 21].

4.3 II/EA Scenarios
In the II/EA scenarios the blocks {Bi} of the general
scenario (Fig. 9) correspond to event announcements. An
announce construct explicitly announces (EA) an event and
the runtime system delivers the event to the provider compo-
nents, by implicitly invoking (II) the handlers registered for
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that event. At event announcement, context information can
be passed to the handlers. There are two modes of delivery,
full and single, that must be considered.

4.3.1 II/EA Full Delivery Scenario
In full delivery mode, the announced event is broadcast to
all the corresponding handlers, which are invoked in some
arbitrary order. As illustrated in Figure 11, the blocks of
the general scenario correspond to event announcements,
{Bi}≡announce e(...).

Figure 11: II/EA Full Delivery Mode

For a given announcement of an event, e, the runtime
system invokes all the register handlers, hi, for that event.
As pointed out in Section 3.3, for doing modular reasoning
in implicit invocation languages handler abstraction [34]
can be used. For each event, e, a handlers’ specification,
(PeH , QeH , εeH ), is defined that must be satisfied by its
handlers, hi=1...m.

∀i=1...m·hiw(PeH , QeH , εeH ) (5)

In full delivery, the execution of any handler should leave
the system in a state in which other handlers can be executed.
Therefore, the precondition, PeH , becomes an invariant that
must be kept by the handlers (handler invariance). That is:

QeH⇒PeH (6)

To reason about the announcement of an event there are
two cases that must be considered, when there are registered
handlers and when there are not. When there are registered
handlers the announcement can be reasoned about using
the handlers’ specification, (PeH , QeH , εeH ). When there
are no registered handlers, the announcement behaves like
skip, and can be reasoned about by (PeH , PeH , {}). Us-
ing (6) and non-deterministic choice definition, it follows
that (PeH , QeH , εeH )�(PeH , PeH , {})=(PeH , PeH , εeH ),
and proof rule (7) puts forth that.

(II-FD-ANNOUNCE)
(event e { #        »

Tvar spH})∈CT,
spH= invariant PeH modifies εeH

CT,Γ`

{PeH [ #»e / #    »var]}
announce e( #»e )

{PeH [ #»e / #    »var]}[
εeH [ #»e / #    »var]

]
(7)

The full-delivery mechanism invokes all the registered
handlers for an event, ensuring to the programmer that the
added functionality will be executed. On the other hand, it
imposes a general invariant on all handlers, usually allowing
only for weak conclusions about the event announcement.

4.3.2 II/EA Single Delivery Scenarios
The idea in single-delivery scenarios is that certain blocks of
code in a client program are considered to trigger events, so
these blocks are wrapped into announce statements. These
statements announce the events and pass to the correspond-
ing handlers the triggering block of code, for its eventual ex-
ecution, as illustrated in Figure 12. The blocks {Bi} of the
general scenario correspond to event announcements with
the announced block of code, {Bi}≡announce e(...){ci}.

The semantics of the announce statement is that it exe-
cutes the first registered handler, if any, or the original block
of code, if there are no registered handlers:
announce e(. . . ){Ci} ≡ h1 � Ci. Its reasoning, there-
fore, should consider the non-deterministic choice between
a specification satisfied by all handlers, (PeH , QeH , εeH ),
and the specification, (PBi

, QBi
, εBi

), of the particular an-
nounced block of code, ci:

(announce e(. . . ){ci}) w
(PeH , QeH , εeH )�(PBi , QBi , εBi)

(8)

This block, ci, is known because it is part of the statement
being reasoned about.

Figure 12: II/EA Single Delivery at Runtime

Invoke statements, in the body of a handler, execute the
next handler, if any, or the passed-on block of code, oth-
erwise: invoke()≡hj+1�Ci. Their reasoning should con-
sider the non-deterministic choice between a specification
satisfied by all next handlers, (PeH , QeH , εeH ), and a spec-
ification satisfied by all announced blocks for that event,
(PeB , QeB , εeB ). In this case the block, Ci, is also unknown,
as the invocation could be in the execution chain for any an-
nouncement for the corresponding event.

(invoke())w(PeH , QeH , εeH )�(PeB , QeB , εeB ) (9)

For doing modular reasoning in single delivery scenar-
ios one requires a specification that abstracts all the han-
dlers for an event (handler abstraction [34]) and a speci-
fication that abstracts all the triggering blocks of code for
that event (trigger abstraction [34]). Those are the handler’s
specification (PeH , QeH , εeH ) and the base-code specifica-
tion (PeB , QeB , εeB ), as depicted in Figure 13.

The behavior of each triggering block of code Ci in
the original program is characterized by a corresponding
specification (PBi

, QBi
, εBi

).
Trigger abstraction [34] requires one to choose a base-

code specification (PeB , QeB , εeB ) that generalizes all of
them:

∀i=1...n •
(
Ciw(PBi , QBi , εBi)

)
∧(

(PBi , QBi , εBi)w(PeB , QeB , εeB )
) (10)
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Figure 13: II/EA Single Delivery Abstraction

The specification (PeB , QeB , εeB ) can be computed as
the most specific one that generalizes all of (PBi , QBi , εBi),
that is the greatest lower bound or meet of the lattice formed
by them, whose value was established by lemma 2.4.

(PeB , QeB , εeB )=

un
i=1(PBi , QBi , εBi)=(∧n

i=1Pi,∨n
i=1Qi,∪n

i=1εi)
(11)

Handler abstraction [34] requires that the body (hi) of
each handler refines the handlers specification. For reason-
ing about invoke statements inside the body of a handler
the non-deterministic choice between the handlers specifi-
cation and the announced-code specification is used. So it is
actually the body of the handler proceed-composed with that
non-deterministic choice, which should refine the handler’s
specification.

∀i=1...m •

[hi~((PeH , QeH , εeH ) �(PeB , QeB , εeB ))]w
(PeH , QeH , εeH )

(12)

Different ways to establish the handlers’ specification
lead to different scenarios.

4.3.3 Ptolemy Single-Delivery Scenario
The Ptolemy [6, 31] language uses the single-delivery strat-
egy. In Ptolemy event types are declared independently from
the client components, which announce them, and from the
provider components that handle them. The event declara-
tion includes the specification, (PeH , QeH , εeH ), that both
handlers and announcing blocks of code for the event must
satisfy, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Ptolemy Scenario

Each announced block, Ci, behaves like a handler and
is modularly checked to refine the event specification, Ciw
(PeH , QeH , εeH ). Taking (PBi

, QBi
, εBi

)=(PeH , QeH , εeH )
it follows that (PeH , QeH , εeH )�(PBi , QBi , εBi) yields
(PeH , QeH , εeH ), and so, according to (8), event announce

statements can be reasoned about using the specification
(PeH , QeH , εeH ) declared in the event, yielding the proof
rule in (13).

(II/EA-PTOLEMY-ANNOUNCE)
(event e { #         »

T var spH})∈CT,
spH= requires PeH modifies εeH ensures QeH

CT,Γ`

{PeH [ #»e / #    »var]}
announce e( #»e ){Cj}

{QeH [ #»e / #    »var]}[
εeH [ #»e / #    »var]

]
(13)

For reasoning about invoke statements the follow-
ing applies. As (PBi

, QBi
, εBi

)=(PeH , QeH , εeH ) then, by
(11), it follows that (PeB , QeB , εeB )=(PeH , QeH , εeH ). So
(PeB , QeB , εeB )�(PeH , QeH , εeH )=(PeH , QeH , εeH ), and
thus, according to (9), invoke statements can also be rea-
soned about using the specification (PeH , QeH , εeH ) de-
clared in the event, leading to the following proof rule:

(II/EA-PTOLEMY-INVOKE)
(thunk e)=Γ(n), (event e { #         »

T var spH})∈CT,
spH= requires PeH modifies εeH ensures QeH

CT,Γ`

{PeH [ #         »n.var/ #    »var]}
n.invoke()

{QeH [ #         »n.var/ #    »var]}[
εeH [ #         »n.var/ #    »var]

]
(14)

The handlers are reasoned about using handler abstraction
(12) which, using the fact that
(PeB , QeB , εeB )�(PeH , QeH , εeH )=(PeH , QeH , εeH ), cor-
responds to [hi~(PeH , QeH , εeH )]w(PeH , QeH , εeH ), al-
lowing again modular reasoning.

In summary, the II/EA Ptolemy scenario unifies handler
abstraction and trigger abstraction, imposing the same spec-
ification on handlers and base-code. It allows modular rea-
soning by using the specification in the event declaration to
modularly verify handlers and announced code. The base-
code reasoning is weakened as the reasoning of announce
statements, (PeB , QeB , εeB ), is weaker than the reasoning of
the corresponding original code, (PBj , QBj , εBj ), accord-
ing to the trigger abstraction adoption, (PBj

, QBj
, εBj

)w
(PeB , QeB , εeB ). That also makes this approach incomplete,
as there exist valid programs that cannot be verified [32].

4.3.4 PtolemyRely Single-Delivery Scenario
By constrast, in PtolemyRely language [32], which is an
extension of Ptolemy [6, 31], the handler’s specification
is independent of the base-code specification (Figure 15).
Event declarations includes both: a handler’s specification,
(PeH , QeH , εeH ), and an announced-code specification,
(PeB , QeB , εeB ).

Assuming trigger abstraction (10) and handler abstrac-
tion (12), reasoning rules can be formulated. According to
(8), announce statements are reasoned about as the non-
deterministic choice between the handlers and the current
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Figure 15: PtolemyRely Scenario

announced-code.
(II/EA-PTOLEMYRELY-ANNOUNCE)

(event e { #         »
T var relies spB spH})∈CT,

spB=requires PeB modifies εeB ensures QeB ,
spH= requires PeH modifies εeH ensures QeH ,

CT,Γ`{PBj} Cj {QBj}[εBj ]

CT,Γ`

{PeH [ #»e / #    »var]∧PBj}
announce e( #»e ){Cj}

{QeH [ #»e / #    »var]∨QBj}[
εeB [ #»e / #    »var]∪εBj

]
(15)

According to (9), invoke statements can be reasoned
about as the non-deterministic choice between the handler’s
specification and the base-code specification.

(II/EA-PTOLEMYRELY-INVOKE)
(thunk e)=Γ(n),

(event e { #         »
T var relies spB spH})∈CT,

spB=requires PeB modifies εeB ensures QeB ,
spH= requires PeH modifies εeH ensures QeH

CT,Γ`

{(PeH∧PeB )[ #         »n.var/ #    »var]}
n.invoke()

{(QeH∨QeB )[ #         »n.var/ #    »var]}[
(εeH∪εeB )[ #         »n.var/ #    »var]

]
(16)

The PtolemyRely approach allows modular reasoning.
The specifications in the event declaration are used to mod-
ularly verify handlers and announced-code respectively. It
is also flexible, allowing one to have separate specifica-
tions for handlers and subjects (base code) [32]. However,
the base-code reasoning is weakened since reasoning about
announce statements is weaker than reasoning about the
corresponding original code, as clearly (PBj , QBj , εBj )w
(PeH∧PBj , QeH∨QBj , εeH∪εBj ).

4.4 AO Scenarios
In AO scenarios the blocks {Bi} in the reference scenario
(Figure 9) correspond to shadows of join points, that is,
pieces of code considered to trigger the join-point events
[15]. AO scenarios are similar to the previous II scenarios.
The main difference is that here the events are considered to
be triggered not explicitly by announce statements but im-
plicitly by the execution of the shadows picked by pointcuts.
An analogy can be made between AO and II scenarios [37].
The pointcut declaration in AO corresponds to the event dec-
laration in II. The shadows in AO correspond to the blocks
of code that announce events in II. The pieces of advice cor-
respond to the handlers in II. The proceed instruction in AO
corresponds to the invoke instruction in Ptolemy language.

Due to the similarities between AO and II, reasoning
about AO scenarios can be tackled by using II strategies, fol-
lowing a two-phase approach. First, for each join-point, C,
in the base code all matching pointcuts, ei, are identified, and
all the pieces of advice for those pointcuts are considered
the handlers for the join-point event. Then, reasoning strate-
gies similar to the ones used for the previous single deliv-
ery II/EA scenarios can be used. For doing modular reason-
ing, specification features like the ones in PtolemyRely can
be applied, as shown in Figure 16. A pointcut specification,
e, declares the specification, (PeB , QeB , εeB ), that match-
ing join point shadows must satisfy, and the specification,
(PeH , QeH , εeH ), implementing pieces of advice should re-
fine, as in PtolemyRely.

Figure 16: AO Scenario

The specification, (Pi, Qi, εi), for each shadowed join-
point depends on the type of join-point. For method-call and
method-execution join-points the specification of the cor-
responding method can be used, (Pm, Qm, εm). For field-
set join-points (x=e) the usual assignment specification
(P [e/x], P, {x}) can be used; and so on.

The typical scenario in Figure 17 allows one to illustrate
the reasoning rules.

Figure 17: AO Reasoning

Every joint-point satisfies its specification and this must
refine the relies specification in every matching pointcut. For
example, in Figure 17, jpa refines its specification, jpaw
(Pa, Qa, εa), and it refines the specification in the match-
ing pointcuts pci and pcj , (Pa, Qa, εa)w(PeBi

, QeBi
, εeBi

)
and (Pa, Qa, εa)w(PeBj

, QeBj
, εeBj

). After weaving, the
joint-points are reasoned about using their original specifi-
cation, in case no advice applies, or the non-deterministic
choice of the satisfies specifications for all the pointcuts that
apply. In a piece of advice, proceed instructions may ex-
ecute the body of any join-point matching its pointcut, all
abstracted by the relies specification, or the body of any
other piece of advise advising the same join-point, each
one abstracted by its corresponding satisfies specification. In
the example, proceedj≡jpa�jpb�Ai�Aj , so proceedjw
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(PeBj ,QeBj ,εeBj
)�(PeHi,QeHi,εeHi

)�(PeHj ,QeHj ,εeHj
).

The body of each piece of advice must be reasoned about
against its corresponding satisfies specification proceed-
composed with the computed proceed specification. This
scenario is the most flexible one but requires a non-modular,
whole-program, reasoning step.

5. Related Work
In this paper we present part of the work of author J. Sánchez
in his dissertation [34]. That work was also inspired by pre-
vious work on Ptolemy language [6, 31] and its extensions
in PtolemyRely [32, 33]. Ptolemy is an extension of Java
with support for the implicit invocation architectural style
[14, 27], plus some aspect oriented features [12, 18], notice-
ably around-like advice (handlers) and proceed-like invoca-
tions (invoke statement). It also incorporates translucid con-
tracts [5, 6] that provide functional specification features and
control effect reasoning.

Between many others approaches similar to Ptolemy,
Joint Point Interfaces (JPI) [8] and Open Modules (OM)
[1] have also been proposed as a mechanism for decou-
pling aspects from base code. JPI extends and refines the
notion of join point types (JPT) [35]. Implicit announce-
ment is supported through polymorphic pointcuts, and ex-
plicit announcement through closure join points. Both JPI
and JPT lack specification and verification features like the
ones in Ptolemy, providing that could be an interesting future
work. OM is also similar to Ptolemy but the quantification
mechanism is different, so a reasoning scenario similar to
Ptolemy’s should be applicable.

Blanco and Alencar [7] presented a categorization of im-
plicit invocations systems in which they enumerate some
“key properties of interest”, or tradeoffs, to be considered
while designing this type of systems. Their work combines
previous work from Notkin et al.[27], on design choices
when extending traditional languages with implicit invoca-
tion, and from Meier and Cahill [27], on a taxonomy of
event-based programming.

The distinctive contribution of our work is our focus on
how the different tradeoffs affect the way a system can be
reasoned about.

6. Conclusions
This paper shows how reasoning varies with different lan-
guage mechanisms. Disciplines required by different mech-
anisms, have been devised and sound reasoning rules have
been provided for each mechanism, creating a partial cata-
log of reasoning scenarios. Important tradeoffs faced while
shaping this mechanisms were considered and a general uni-
fied model that subsumes all of them was developed. The
catalog of reasoning scenarios is valuable for both language
designers and programmers and our unified model could be
used to analyze scenarios derived from new mechanisms.

Besides providing proof rules for different scenarios and
showing their rationale, some general observations can be
made. Modular reasoning is preferred to whole program
reasoning as it better tackles the challenge of developing
big and complex software systems. Full delivery of events,
as in C# and JavaBeans, enforces the invocation of all han-
dlers but impose an invariant on all of them. Explicit an-
nouncement with implicit invocation, as in Ptolemy and
PtolemyRely, is attractive as it allows one to do modular
reasoning. Aspect oriented reasoning can be tackled by us-
ing implicit-invocation like reasoning, but requiring a global
pre-processing step [19].
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